The 3-D multiple-input multiple-output (3-D MIMO) systems have received great interest recently because of the spatial diversity advantage and capability for full-dimensional beamforming, making them promising candidates for practical realization of massive MIMO. In this paper, we present a low-cost test equipment (channel sounder) and post-processing algorithms suitable for investigating the 3-D MIMO channels as well as the results from a measurement campaign for obtaining elevation and azimuth characteristics in an outdoor-to-indoor (O2I) environment. Due to limitations in available antenna switches, our channel sounder consists of a hybrid switched/virtual cylindrical array with effectively 480 antenna elements at the base station. The virtual setup increased the overall MIMO measurement duration, thereby introducing phase drift errors in the measurements. Using reference antenna measurements, we estimate and correct for the phase errors during post-processing. We provide the elevation and azimuth angular spreads for the measurements done in an urban macro-cellular and urban micro-cellular environments, and study their dependence on the user equipment (UE) height. Based on the measurements done with UE placed on different floors, we study the feasibility of separating users in the elevation domain. The measured channel impulse responses are also used to study the channel hardening aspects of the massive MIMO and the optimality of the maximum ratio combining receiver.
spatial multiplexing capabilities [2] [3] [4] . However, the performance gains depend on the propagation channel in which the communication system is deployed. Hence it is important to characterize the channel to get a more accurate assessment of the performance of communication systems. Much of the channel measurements and modeling literature has focused only on the azimuth dispersion [5] [6] [7] , as the number of antenna elements at each link end is limited and the dispersion in azimuth is much larger than the dispersion in elevation. In terms of scenarios, outdoor-to-outdoor and indoor-to-indoor propagation environments were given most emphasis.
Recently, massive MIMO gained lot of attention because of its ability to improve the spectrum efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) as well as simplify signal processing, and has been regarded as a promising technique for next generation wireless communication networks [8] , [9] . The base station (BS), which may be equipped with hundreds of antenna elements, can be used to serve several tens of users simultaneously. While linear arrays with hundreds of elements pose both scientific and practical challenges, threedimensional (3D) arrays provide an attractive way of implementation. For example, a cylindrical array structure with a large number of antennas can serve users distributed in elevation and azimuth domains. Under the name of full-dimensional MIMO (FD-MIMO), this approach has been explored in both the scientific literature and international standardization in 3GPP [10] . Thus it is important to characterize both elevation and azimuth dispersion of the environments [11] . Furthermore, due to the prevalence of smart phones, most cellular connections are now between an indoor user equipment (UE) and an outdoor base station (BS). Thus, outdoor-toindoor (O2I) channel characterization for 3D MIMO systems is highly relevant for the fifth generation (5G) cellular systems.
Previous Work: Angular spreads for outdoor environments has been studied in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] : [12] measured elevation spread at UE, [13] [14] [15] measured elevation spread at BS, [16] [17] [18] measured the elevation and azimuth spreads at the BS and UE. Angular spreads for indoor environments has been studied in [19] [20] [21] [22] : [19] measured elevation spread at UE, [20] [21] [22] measured elevation and azimuth spreads at the BS and UE. References [11] and [23] are the survey publications describing the 3D MIMO outdoor and indoor channel measurements and models. References [24] , [25] measured the azimuth spreads for an O2I environment, using linear antenna arrays. There are very few papers that study the elevation characteristics of 1536-1276 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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O2I environments. References [26] [27] [28] study the elevation spreads for an O2I environment, and model the dependency of the elevation spread on the UE height, using ray tracing simulations. References [29] measured the elevation spreads at the BS, using a cylindrical antenna array at the BS and a single antenna at the UE, for an O2I micro-cellular environment. References [18] , [30] , and [31] measured the elevation spreads at the BS and UE for a macro and micro cellular environments respectively. These works used a 16 element dual-polarized uniform planar antenna array (4x4 matrix) at the BS. More such measurements are required to better characterize the angular spreads at the BS and UE. In the current paper, we present the results of an O2I 3D MIMO channel measurement campaign carried out in an urban macrocellular (UMa) and urban micro-cellular (UMi) environments using a 480-element antenna array at the BS. The large antenna array at the BS, enables us to better resolve the multipath components (MPCs) at the BS. Preliminary versions of our results were provided to the 3GPP standardization group for FD-MIMO, and were taken into account for the establishment of their channel model [32] .
One of the key challenges of the 3D MIMO O2I channel measurements is the complexity and the cost of the transmitter setup. Typically, MIMO channel measurements are obtained using the switched array principle, where a single transmit/receive radio frequency (RF) chain is successively connected to elements of a transmit/receive antenna array [33] , [34] . Since the BS is equipped with several hundreds of antenna elements and the path loss of O2I environment is relatively large, this demands for an electronic switch with large number of ports and low insertion loss, which translates to increased cost.
We propose an alternative sounding technique where a virtual cylindrical array is created using a vertical linear array and a mechanical rotor (to scan the azimuth plane). While this setup only requires a switch with enough ports to switch between the elements of the linear array, the MIMO measurement duration significantly increases. The non-idealities of the clocks at the transmitter and receiver introduce phase errors in the channel transfer function measurements that increase over time. Even highly precise clocks, as used in our case, lead to significant errors. For short distance measurements, the transmit and receive clocks can be synchronized using fiber or electrical cables. But, for the O2I measurements with transmitter-receiver separation of over 150 m, it is difficult to run the cables from the transmitter to receiver because of the moving traffic on the roads or pedestrians. Hence, we use an over-the-air clock synchronization approach where a reference antenna measurement can be used to track the phase drift in the clocks over time, and is further used to correct for the phase errors during the post processing.
The key contributions of the paper are as follows • We construct a cost effective 3D MIMO channel sounding setup, where a virtual cylindrical array is created at the transmitter using a linear array and a mechanical rotor. The phase drift caused by increased measurement duration is corrected using a reference antenna.
• We provide a technique to estimate the phase drift from the reference measurement, and correct for the phase errors in the channel measurements during postprocessing. We also quantify the performance using simulations.
• Using an iterative low complexity CLEAN algorithm, we extract the delay and directions of the MPCs, and validate them using the map of the environment.
• Using the UMa and UMi measurements, we characterize the elevation and azimuth spreads at the BS and UE for an O2I environment, and study their dependency on the BS and UE heights.
• Using the measurements done with UEs on different floors, we study the feasibility of elevation beamforming in UMa and UMi environments.
• Using the measured channel impulse responses, we examine the channel hardening aspects of Massive MIMO and the optimality of MRC combiners. The remainder of the paper is organized the following way: The architecture of the proposed channel sounder and the concept of the reference antenna is introduced in Sec. II-A. The measurement environment is described in Sec. II-B. Outlier suppression, the phase drift correction technique and the CLEAN algorithm for MPC parameter extraction are given in Secs. III-A, III-B, and III-C, respectively. The MPC parameters are validated for several measurement positions in Sec. IV. Sec. V-A characterizes the azimuth and elevation spreads, Sec. V-B provides some results on the feasibility of elevation beamforming and Sec. V-C provides the capacity results. A summary and conclusions wrap up the paper in Sec. VI. The mathematical details are relegated to the Appendix.
II. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND ENVIRONMENT

A. Measurement Setup
The basic channel sounder setup is based on the switchedarray principle (RUSK-HyEff sounder). A multi-tone signal generated at the transmitter (TX) is upconverted to the passband by a single RF chain, and connected by an electronic switch sequentially to the different elements of a physical antenna array. At the receiver (RX), similarly the different antenna elements are sequentially connected by an electronic switch to a single down-conversion chain, and the received signal is recorded for post processing, i.e., computation of the transfer function. This approach can provide the transfer function of all combinations of transmit and receive antenna elements while requiring only a single RF chain at TX and RX, and has thus been used extensively in the past [16] , [33] , [34] .
However, for the measurements in 3D, the number of TX antenna elements required for highly accurate measurements is considerably larger than the size of available electronic switches with reasonable price and attenuation. We used a hybrid setup that combined the switched array with a virtual array. Specifically, the transmit setup consists of a dual polarized 8 element (16 port) vertical uniform linear array (ULA), mounted on a programmable rotor. The transmit antenna array setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The actual array at the transmitter has more than 8 elements, where the excess elements are used as dummy to assuage any edge effects caused by mutual coupling. The antenna patch elements have 3 dB beamwidth of 100 degrees in elevation and 26 degrees in azimuth. To increase the gain of the ULA in azimuth, groups of 4 horizontal antenna elements formed a narrow transmit beam in azimuth (i.e., restricting azimuth opening angle) by using a pre-configured, controlled, power divider (equal-split) array feeder network, constituting one "effective" element of the (vertical) array.
The transmit RF chain is connected to the ULA using a 16 port electronic switch. The rotor is circularly scanned in the azimuth plane in steps of 6 degrees, thereby creating a virtual cylindrical antenna array structure comprising of 8 rings with 60 elements uniformly placed on each ring. This can be thought of as a vertically stacked polarimetric uniform cylindrical patch array (VSPUCPA). The advantage of this setup is that a 16 port switch is sufficient to measure the channel transfer function of a 480 element (960 port) cylindrical antenna structure. On the down side, the mechanical rotor introduces significant delay between the successive ULA column measurements which will be addressed later in the paper.
At the receiver end, we use a physical cylindrical antenna array structure comprising of 2 rings with 12 dual polarized antenna elements uniformly placed on each ring, hence forming a stacked polarimetric uniform circular patch array (SPUCPA). The received signal is connected to the SPUCPA using a 48 port electronic switch. The receive antenna array setup is shown in Fig. 1 . Two rubidium (Rb) clocks, synchronized with respect to each other, were used at both transmitter and receiver ends.
The transfer function measurements are done in the following sequence: For a given transmit antenna element, we complete the entire receive antenna array measurements before switching to next TX antenna element -among the RX antenna elements, we loop over the 12 receiver positions on the ring and first take the measurement of upper ring elements followed by lower ring elements. We first complete the horizontally polarized port measurements for the receiver array followed by the vertically polarized port measurements. At the transmitter, we complete the measurements over the 8 element ULA column (vertically polarized port measurements followed by horizontally polarized port measurements) and the rotor moves to next position on the circle (60 rotor positions in total). Our measurement results directly give the channel transfer function uniformly sampled at N f = 257 frequency points, uniformly sampled over the 2.52 − 2.54 GHz band. The frequency band is chosen because of the available license in this band. To improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the measurement, the measurements of all TX-RX antenna pairs was repeated 10 times at each rotor position. Each TX-RX antenna pair measurement takes 12.85 μs. The switching delay at the transmitter and receiver is 12.85 μs. Thus, it takes 1.23 ms to complete a SIMO measurement between one TX element and the receiver array and 19.94 ms to complete one snapshot of the measurement between a TX ULA column and the Rx antenna array at each rotor position. The rotor roughly takes 10 s to move to the next position on the circle. Thus, the total MIMO measurement duration is roughly 10 minutes. The rotor movement and the subsequent start and stop of the MIMO measurements was controlled using a cellular (UMTS) connection. The measurement site and time was picked such that there were few (if any) moving scatterers in the environment.
Because of residual clock offset and the phase drift of the transmit and receive clocks, which is unavoidable even with the precision Rb clocks we used, the relative phase between the clocks drifts over time. The phase drift in the transfer function measurements, if not corrected, will introduce large errors in the direction estimates of the MPCs, which are critical for channel modeling. Since the phase drift errors accumulate over time, the errors introduced during switching delays are negligible relative to the error introduced during rotor delay. Using a reference measurement, we can measure the instantaneous phase drift for different rotor positions and use it to further correct the phase drift in the actual channel measurements. For this purpose, a vertically polarized omnidirectional discone antenna was mounted in the center of structure of the VSPUCPA at a height of about 60 cm above the chassis of the VSPUCPA, as indicated in Fig. 1 . It is connected to the 16 th port of the transmit switch (instead of the horizontally polarized port of the 8 th element of the ULA).
The discone antenna is physically stationary, i.e., does not move with the rotor, and thus provides a reference signal that can be used for phase drift correction during post-processing. A similar concept of reference measurement for phase drift correction is also used in [35] , where SIMO measurements were conducted with a setup comprising of virtual planar array at the receiver end.
B. Measurement Environment
The measurements were carried out on the campus of Technical University Ilmenau, Germany, which has building structures typical of many European urban environments, with 3 − 5 story buildings. The measurement map with TX and RX locations is shown in Fig. 2 . The TX was placed on the roof of House M. The receiver was placed inside House F, which has Line-of-sight (LOS) to the transmitter. The RX was placed in different rooms on the second and fourth floor. The distance between TX and RX was 150 m. Two sets of measurements were performed-one with TX placed 5 m above the rooftop of House M (macro-cellular) and one with TX placed 6 m below the rooftop (micro-cellular). A crane elevator was used in positioning the TX antenna array to each specific height, either for above rooftop or below rooftop. For micro-cellular measurements, the rotor movement was limited to a sector −108 deg to 108 deg, with 0 deg representing the transmitter ULA column roughly facing the house in which the receiver was placed.
III. POST PROCESSING A. Outlier Suppression and Snapshot Averaging
For each TX-RX antenna pair, we take 10 channel transfer function measurements (snapshots). Under reasonable SNR conditions, all 10 snapshots should be perfectly correlated. However, it has been observed that for some of the TX-RX antenna pair measurements, a few snapshots had significantly different power compared to the rest. This might be because of the mechanical vibrations of the transmitter setup (the base supporting the rotor) or the occasional switching errors. The latter explanation is more likely, as it has been observed that once in a while the switch gets stuck and there is a small delay in the switching. The false snapshots are usually very few in number, and can be eliminated using the outlier suppression technique given in Appendix A. The channel transfer functions are averaged only over the good snapshots. It was observed that the horizontal polarization measurements were relatively more affected by the switching errors, and hence only the vertical polarization measurements were used for further processing. All our post-processing and the results are based on single-polarimetric (vertical polarization) case.
For the further discussion, we define H r ( f k ) as the 8 × 24 matrix of channel transfer function between the 8-element transmit ULA column and the receiver array, measured at frequency f k , when the rotor is at position r (1 ≤ r ≤ 60). Let H ref r ( f k ) be the 1 × 24 vector of channel transfer function between the transmit reference (discone) antenna and the receiver array, measured at frequency f k , when the rotor is at position r .
B. Phase Drift
As discussed earlier, because of the non-idealities of the clocks, the switching and rotor delays introduce phase drift errors in the MIMO channel transfer function measurements. The reference channel measurement can be used to estimate and correct for the phase drift errors due to rotor delay.
We now describe a phase drift estimation technique we ultimately used for the measurement evaluations. Other investigated phase drift estimation techniques, which performed worse, are summarized in Appendix B.
1) Phase Drift Estimation: Since the switching delays are much smaller than the rotor delay, for now we ignore the phase drift errors due to switching delays and only correct for the phase errors due to rotor delays.
For each rotor position, r , we have a SIMO reference channel measurement between the reference antenna and the receiver array, i.e., H ref r ( f k ). Since the transmit reference antenna has a uniform radiation pattern in the azimuth plane, and since the radiation pattern does not vary with the rotor position, the phase drift introduced by the rotor delay is reflected in the phase of the complex MPC path gains corresponding to respective SIMO reference channel.
We use CLEAN to extract the parameters of the MPCs from the transfer function measurements. The algorithm is summarized in Sec. III-C. Using (3), the delay, azimuth of arrival (AoA), and elevation of arrival (EoA) of the strongest MPC, corresponding to the SIMO reference channel, when the rotor is in position r , is given by
where B R (φ, ψ) is the 1 × 24 vector of calibrated vertically polarized beam pattern of the receiver array, for different azimuth and elevation angles; (.) † denotes the Hermitian transpose of the matrix and |.| denotes the absolute value of a complex quantity. The estimated complex path gain of the strongest MPC, using (4), is given bŷ
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector. It has been observed that the delay and direction estimates obtained above were very similar (with up to 1 degree variation) for all 60 rotor positions and α (r) roughly remained the same for different r , which indicates that there is no significant channel variations over the MIMO measurement duration.
2) Phase Drift Correction: For each rotor position, the corresponding reference channel measurement and the ULA column measurement experience similar phase drift, since the drift is caused by the common clock. Thus, the phase drift estimated using the reference channel can be used to correct the phase in the actual channel transfer functions as given below
where (.) denotes the angle of the complex quantity.
matrix of MIMO channel transfer function, measured at frequency f k . We apply CLEAN to these transfer functions and extract the delay and direction parameters of the MPCs.
3) Residual Phase Drift From Switching Delays:
The above drift correction technique compensates for the phase drift due to rotor delay. We had implicitly assumed that the phase drift due to the switching delays do not impact the parameter estimates significantly. We will now quantify the error using simulations. For this, we generate the synthetic channel transfer functions using (2), 1 the phase drift was modeled as a random-walk process and added to the transfer functions, as done in [36] . For the simulations, we used the same setup as the actual measurement thereby incorporating the switching and rotor delays. The phase drift correction technique explained earlier, is applied and the MPC parameters are extracted from the phase corrected transfer functions. The impact of residual drift is quantified in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) in the directional estimates. For an Allan deviation (1s) of 10 −10 , which is typical of the clocks used in the measurement, the RMSE in azimuth of departure (AoD), elevation of departure (EoD), azimuth of arrival (AoA) and elevation of arrival (EoA) is 0.18 deg, 0.10 deg, 0.28 deg and 2.34 deg respectively. Please note that these values are relatively small compared to the typical angular spreads that we would expect.
C. MPC Parameter Extraction Using 3D CLEAN
CLEAN is an iterative deconvolution technique first introduced in [37] for the enhancement of the radio astronomical maps of the sky and widely used in microwave and UWB communities as an effective post-processing method for time-domain channel measurements. However, the principle can also be used to extract the delay and direction information from the channel transfer functions. It is a grid search based algorithm and hence the resolution is limited by the grid size. Angular grid size of 1 degree and delay grid size of 3 m is used for all the MPC extractions in the paper. Although other high resolution algorithms such as RIMAX provide better resolution, they are relatively more sensitive to any model mismatches [38] , [39] . 2 We now briefly describe the channel propagation model and the algorithm for parameter extraction: Let B T (φ, ψ) and 1 Only a single scatterer is assumed in the environment. The scatter AoD and AoA are generated uniform from [−180, 180] deg, the EoD and EoA are generated uniform from [−20, 20] deg, the delay was generated uniform from [150, 300] m. 2 We noticed convergence issues with the RIMAX estimator when applied on the measurement data. This can be because of the mismatch in the data models, caused by the residual phase drift and switching errors. For this reason we used CLEAN for data processing. Since CLEAN is a single path estimator, it does not have convergence issues.
B R (φ, ψ) respectively be the N T × 1 and 1 × N R calibrated vertically polarized beam patterns of the transmit and receive arrays, for different azimuth and elevation angles. The N T ×N R matrix of the channel transfer function between the transmit and receive arrays, measured at frequency f k , can be modeled as sum of discrete MPCs as given below
where φ T,l and ψ T,l respectively denote the Azimuth of departure (AoD) and Elevation of departure (EoD) for the l th MPC; φ R,l and ψ R,l respectively denote the Azimuth of arrival (AoA) and Elevation of arrival (EoA); τ l and α l respectively denote the delay and complex path gain of the l th MPC; N( f k ) is the receiver noise matrix with i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries.
Assuming that the MPCs are resolvable, 3 the joint maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the delay and directions corresponding to the strongest MPC is given by
The estimated path gain of the corresponding MPC is given byα
The contribution of the thus estimated strongest MPC is subtracted from the transfer functions.
The parameters of the next strongest MPC are extracted from the new transfer functions, using (3) and (4), and the corresponding contribution is subtracted using (5). This process repeats until the absolute path gain of the thus extracted MPC falls below a pre-determined threshold.
1) Iterative Evaluation of (3):
It can be seen that (3) requires a five dimensional grid search which is computationally intense. However, we reduced the effort by using an iterative three dimensional grid search as described below 4 : Letφ
T be the current transmit angular estimates. The joint estimate of the delay and the receive angular estimates now simplifies to
Using this receive angular estimates, we refine the joint estimate of delay and the transmit angular estimates in the next iteration, as given below
From the simulations, we observed that 3 iterations are sufficient for the convergence of the parameters. Initialization: The initial transmit angular estimates are obtained by doing beam-forming at the transmitter. 5 The AoD and EoD corresponding to the strongest MPC as seen by the transmit antenna array structure is
where H (n) ( f k ), the n th column of matrix H ( f k ), is the channel transfer function vector between the transmitter array and the n th receive antenna.
2) Dynamic Range Limitation:
Since CLEAN is a grid search based technique, the estimated MPC parameters can be different from the true parameters up to the nearest grid point. Hence the slight mismatch in parameter estimates can result in imperfect cancellation of MPC contributions. The residual will appear as a ghost MPC, whose delay and direction parameters are similar to original MPC and the path strength of the ghost MPC is typically much smaller than the original MPC. While the ghost MPCs will not affect the azimuth angular spreads, they can distort the elevation spreads at the transmitter as the typical elevation spreads are much smaller than the azimuth spreads. Using the synthetic data, we observed that the ghost MPC power is typically 20 dB below the original MPC 4 This approach is similar to the SAGE implementation [40] which uses an iterative one dimensional grid search technique. To improve the accuracy of parameter estimates, we instead use joint three dimensional grid search. 5 In general, initialization can be done by either transmit or receive angular estimates. Since N T N R for our measurement setup, we initialize the algorithm by transmit angular estimates. (for the beam pattern and grid size used in our measurement setup). Hence, for all our evaluations, we only extract the MPCs within 20 dB of the strongest MPC in order to minimize the impact of ghost MPCs.
IV. MPC EXTRACTION RESULTS AND VALIDATION
We now present the parameter extraction results, and validate them, for sample UMa and UMi measurements.
A. Macrocell Measurement
The transmitter was placed 5 m above the rooftop of house M and the receiver was placed inside the room 2300 of house F, which is on the second floor. The receiver location can be seen in Fig. 6 . The room door was closed during the measurement. The transfer function measurements were corrected for the phase drift and the MPC parameters were extracted using CLEAN.
The MPC parameters are tabulated in Table I . 6 All angles are given in degrees. The MPCs are sorted in terms of the path power. Sign convention: A positive elevation at the TX/RX represents ray pointing to the ground and a negative elevation represents ray pointing towards the sky. The MPC parameters are validated using the map of the propagation environment. From the distances obtained using Google earth, we compute the relative azimuth and elevation angles under which the TX and RX sees the possible scatterers (buildings, rooftops etc.) in the environment and the corresponding overall Sample MPCs at the TX side are shown in Fig. 2 . The MPCs at the RX side can be found in the conference paper [1] . To avoid cluttering in the figure, MPCs with similar direction of arrivals/departures are shown together. For instance P1, P3, P4, and P8 have similar direction of departure, but they have different direction of arrival. They are shown using different line styles -P1 correspond to LOS, P8 correspond to back wall reflection, P3 and P4 correspond to side wall reflections. Similarly MPCs P7 and P9 have similar direction of arrival, but different direction of departure -P7 correspond to reflection from house D and P9 correspond to reflection from storage room. While the table lists all the MPCs within 20 dB dynamic range, only the strongest few MPCs are shown in the map. Apart from the LOS, the dominant propagation at the transmitter were the reflections from the houses and the rooftop diffraction. There were reflections from the storage room located to the back of the transmitter on house M (for instance P9). The dominant propagation at the receiver was the reflections from back and side walls and the diffraction at the window corners. There were a few MPCs that were not consistent with the map of the environment (P6 and P11). These MPCs consistently showed up for all measurement points and were identified as being caused by the setup -they were scattering from the corners of the square base on which the TX array and the rotor were mounted.
We now demonstrate the effectiveness of the phase drift correction technique described in Sec. III-B by plotting the phase variation in the reference channel measurements before and after phase drift correction. Fig. 3 plots the phase in the reference channel transfer functions, i.e., (
. The phase variation with rotor position r is shown for N R (24) receive antennas. If there were no phase drift, the phase in the reference channel would have remained the same for all rotor positions. Also, it can be seen that all the Rx antennas exhibit similar phase variation. This is because the rotor delay is significantly larger than the switching delays and mainly contribute to the phase drift. Fig. 4 plots the phase in the phase drift corrected reference channel transfer functions, i.e., (
Since we can only correct for the phase drift due to rotor delays, there is a residual phase variation over the rotor positions. The RX antenna patches with higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) have smaller residual phase variations. 7 We use synthetic data to further validate the correctness of the MPCs obtained above and to quantify the impact of the measured residual phase drift on the parameter estimates. For this, we generate the synthetic channel transfer functions using (2). For simplicity, let H r,n R syn ( f k ) be the synthetic transfer function between TX ULA column corresponding to rotor position r and the RX antenna element n R . Let θ n R (r ) be the residual phase drift in the reference channel, corresponding to rotor position r and RX antenna element n R . The residual phase drift is added to synthetic transfer functions as given below
The MPC parameters are extracted using CLEAN. An RMSE of 1.28 deg, 0.11 deg, 0.59 deg and 2.29 deg was observed for AoD, EoD, AoA and EoA respectively. These numbers are comparable to the numbers obtained in Sec. III-B.3. 8 We also quantify the error in the angular spreads, which is a key parameter of interest. For this, we use the extracted MPCs (Table. I) as the true channel parameters and generate the synthetic channel transfer functions; the residual phase drift (measured using reference channel) is added to the transfer functions as done earlier, and the MPC parameters are extracted. The percentage error in the angular spreads, computed using true channel parameters and the estimated parameters, is 5.2%, 0.8%, 10.8% and 12.1% respectively for transmit azimuth, transmit elevation, receive azimuth and receive elevation. 7 Please note that we plot the measured phase (not the phase drift) and hence the phase offset between different RX antennas correspond to the phase of the RX array beam patterns along the direction of strongest MPC. 8 Please note that in Sec. III-B.3 we model the phase drift as a random walk process and quantify the impact of switching and rotor delays. Here, we use the measured residual phase drift (although observed in the reference channel) to quantify the error in the parameter estimates. 
B. Microcell Measurement
The transmitter was placed 6 m below the rooftop of house M and the receiver was placed inside the room 2300 of house F. Sample MPCs at the TX and RX side are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively. 9 Once again the LOS, reflections from the near by houses and the roof top diffraction are the dominant propagation mechanisms. Because we limited the transmission directions to a sector, no reflections were observed from the back of the transmitter. Fig. 7 plot the phase variation in the reference channel transfer functions, before and after phase drift correction. The residual phase drift when tested using the synthetic data gave an RMSE of 1.89 deg, 0.21 deg, 0.88 deg and 2.50 deg respectively for AoD, EoD, AoA and EoA respectively. The resulting errors in the angular spreads is 6.4%, 8.5%, 2.5% and 11.4% respectively for transmit azimuth, transmit elevation, receive azimuth and receive elevation.
V. RESULTS
A. Angular Spread Statistics
We now provide the angular spread statistics for the measurements done on different floors, for macrocell and 9 The tabulated MPCs can be found in the conference paper [1] . Fig. 7 .
Phase variation in the reference channel before and after drift correction, for a microcell measurement. microcell environments. For each measurement point, the root mean square (RMS) angular spread is computed from the extracted MPCs. We discard the MPCs scattered by the setup itself, as they do not represent the measurement environment. For the macrocell, we restrict our evaluations to a sector of −120 deg to 120 deg at the transmitter. 10 This is because of the reflections observed from the storage room located at the back of transmitter (as observed in Sec. IV-A), which heavily skew the azimuth spreads at the transmitter. In a typical macrocell setup, we do not expect reflections from the back of the base station.
Furthermore, because of the switching errors and the residual phase drift in the measurement data, we only consider the subset of measurement points for which (i) the MPC parameters are in agreement with the map of the environment and (ii) the measured residual phase drift (in the reference channel), when tested on the synthetic data, gives RMSE of less than 2.5 degree in the AoD, and less than 0.5 degree in the EoD. After the filtering, we had 5 measurement points each for the second and fourth floors in the macrocell setup, and 6 and 4 measurement points for the second and fourth floors respectively in the microcell setup. Table II lists the mean values of azimuth spread of departure (ASD), elevation spread of departure (ESD), azimuth spread of arrival (ASA) and elevation spread of arrival (ESA) for the macrocell and microcell environments respectively. The averaging is done over the measurements performed on the same floor. As expected, the elevation spreads are significantly smaller than the azimuth spreads both at the BS and UE. The elevation and azimuth spreads at the BS are smaller than the corresponding angular spread at the UE. This is because of more uniform scattering in the indoor environment. The measured ESD values are comparable to ESD of 0.79-1 degree reported in [26] (obtained using ray tracing simulations) for different UE heights, when BS-UE ground separation is 150 m. The measured ESA values are smaller than the ESA of 10 We recompute the MPC parameters taking only the channel transfer function measurements done for the ULA columns corresponding to rotor position from −120 deg to 120 deg. Equivalently, we consider only the channel transfer functions measured with 41 out of the 60 ULA columns. We discard the channel transfer functions measured for the ULA columns facing the storage room, as those do not correspond to a realistic deployment scenario. 5 degree observed in [26] . The small ESA values occur mainly because the majority of MPCs propagate to the UE through a glass window with small elevation opening, as indicated in Fig. 6 , which is not typically modeled in ray tracing.
1) Angular Spread Dependency on BS/UE Height:
It can be seen that the elevation spreads at the BS and UE decreases as the BS-UE height difference reduces: ESD and ESA decrease when the BS height is reduced (macrocell to microcell) for a given UE location, and they decrease when the UE is moved from second to fourth floor for a fixed BS location. This is because of the increased power in the LOS component, when the BS and UE are aligned. While the powers in the non-LOS MPCs also increase, they do so not as much as the LOS component, thereby resulting in the smaller elevation spreads. Similar observations of elevation spread variation with BS and UE height were also reported in [26] , [31] , and [41] . No clear patterns are observed for the azimuth spreads at the BS and UE.
2) Distribution of BS Angular Spreads: Fig. 8 and 9 respectively plot the CDF of the elevation and azimuth spreads, combined over the measurements done with UEs on different floors. We see that the data fit reasonably well with a lognormal distribution, 11 and are consistent with the observations in [26] , [30] , and [31] . However, the observed angular spreads are smaller than the ones reported in these works. The massive antenna array structure used at the BS in our setup helps resolving the closely spaced MPCs in the azimuth and elevation. 11 The goodness of the fit is verified by applying KS test at 5% significance level. Fig. 9 . CDF of the BS elevation spread for macrocell and microcell. Fig. 10 plots the histogram of the EoD of the MPCs (relative to the geometric LOS) for the macrocell and microcell scenarios. It can be seen that the distribution is skewed right, and more so for the microcell scenario. Since the major propagation scenarios are the rooftop diffractions and reflections along the building, most of the MPCs have larger elevation angles compared to LOS, thereby resulting in a skewed distribution. Our observations are slightly different from the earlier works in the literature [28] , [30] , and [31] , where the EoA was fitted using a Laplacian distribution.
3) Distribution of BS Elevation Angles:
B. Elevation Beamforming
One of the key advantages of 3D MIMO is the capability of separating two or more users by forming beams in the elevation domain at the transmitter. Two users can be separated in the elevation domain, if there is a reasonable non-overlapping region in the respective power density spectrum. While the power density spectrum also depends on the beam patterns of the transmit antenna array, the elevation spectrum of the channel alone is a good indicator. Reference [16] provides the following measure for the separability of users i and j , based on the channel elevation spectrum of the users.
where EoD is the power weighted mean EoD of the MPCs and ESD is the corresponding measurement's RMS elevation spread at the transmitter. The larger the r i j , the smaller is the overlap in the elevation spectrum of the users i and j , and the better the separability. In [16] , r i j = 0 is used as a threshold for the separability of users. For our macrocell measurements, we had 25 realizations of r i j , with one UE placed on second floor and the other on the fourth floor. r i j was positive for 11 (44%) realizations. Similarly, for the microcell measurements, r i j was positive for 13 out of 24 (54%) realizations. Because of the smaller elevation spreads for the microcell measurements, the overlap in the elevation power spectrum of the UEs is small, and hence higher are the odds of separating users in the elevation domain.
C. Uplink Capacity Analysis for Massive MIMO
In theory, it is well known that as the number of antennas at the BS increases, i.e., in the massive MIMO regime, the channel becomes (nearly) deterministic and the effect of smallscale fading is averaged out [8] . This has two fold implications: (i) For a BS serving a single user, the channel capacity does not vary with different small-scale fading realizations and (ii) For a BS serving multiple users, the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) also known as conjugate beamforming is as good as Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) combiner. In this section, we examine these two aspects with the measured channel impulse responses, for different antenna array structures.
1) Capacity With Different Antenna Array Structures at BS:
We first examine the uplink channel capacity for the case of the BS serving a single UE, for different antenna array structures at the BS. Here, the UE is assumed to be equipped with a single isotropic transmit antenna. The N T × 1 channel frequency responses between the transmit antenna at the UE and the receive antenna array at the BS are constructed using the MPCs extracted from the measurement, as
where the parameters
are the magnitude, delay and directions of the MPCs extracted from the measured channel transfer functions. {θ l , 1 ≤ l ≤ L} are the phase of the MPCs which are generated i.i.d. uniform distributed in [0, 2π]. B T (., .) is the beam-pattern of the antenna array at the BS. Assuming an OFDM system, the uplink channel capacity is given by
where the noise power, N 0 , is computed from the noise-only region of the channel impulse responses. Fig. 11 . CDF of the uplink channel capacity for a sample macrocell measurement, for a BS serving single UE.
We consider two different antenna array structures at the BS: (i) 480-element cylindrical antenna array, as used in the channel measurements and (ii) N 1 × N 2 rectangular antenna array (N 1 elements in the azimuth plane and N 2 elements in elevation plane), with λ 2 spacing between the antenna elements. By varying the phase of the extracted MPCs (phase is generated i.i.d. across MPCs and realizations), we generate 300 small scale fading realizations of H , and hence the capacity. Fig. 11 plots the empirical CDF of the channel capacity, computed using the MPCs extracted for a sample macrocell measurement. It can be seen that the mean capacity with a cylindrical array is small compared to a rectangular array structure. Since the antennas used in the measurements have a narrow beamwidth in the azimuth, the effective number of antennas facing the receiver is small for cylindrical structures and hence a lower SNR gain relative to the rectangular array structures. For the rectangular array, as the number of antenna elements increased, the capacity CDF becomes steep because of the increased diversity order. Beyond a rectangular array size of 8x60, the capacity CDF did not change with the increase in the number of antennas. Even with 16 elements in the elevation and 100 elements in the azimuth, the capacity varied from 7.1 b/s/Hz to 8.2 b/s/Hz, over the realizations of small scale fading.
2) Capacity With Different Receivers in Interference Scenario: We now examine the uplink channel capacity for a case when a BS is serving two UEs located in different rooms. For instance, let U E i be the serving UE and U E j be the interference UE. We assume that the BS has perfect knowledge of the channel. The uplink channel capacity for a linear combining receiver is given by
where H i ( f k ) is the N T × 1 channel transfer function between the BS and the U E i , generated using (9), based on the MPCs extracted from the measurements. Fig. 12 . CDF of the uplink channel capacity for a macrocell scenario, for a BS serving two UEs.
The N T × 1 weight vector for different linear detectors is given by [4] , [8] 
1 denotes the first row of the matrix.
For the evaluations, we assume a 8×60 element rectangular receive antenna array at the BS and a single transmit antenna element at each UE. Since the channel measurements were done with the RX placed in 10 different rooms, we get 90 distinct combinations of (U E i , U E j ) for our interference study. For each (U E i , U E j ) location pair, we generate 300 small scale fading realizations of H , by varying the phase of the MPCs in (9). The channel capacity is then averaged over the small scale fading realizations. Fig. 12 plots the empirical CDF of the average capacity for different linear detectors in macrocell environment. A capacity CDF plot with no interference is also provided for reference. It can be seen that even with 480 antenna elements at the BS, the MRC detector is inferior to the MMSE detector. Because of the small elevation and azimuth spreads at the BS, there is a significant overlap in the angular power spectrum at the BS for the two UEs, thereby resulting in the degradation of the performance for the MRC detector.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a channel sounder setup consisting of a switched/virtual cylindrical antenna array at the transmitter and a switched cylindrical antenna array at the receiver and used it to carry out a 3D MIMO channel measurement campaign for an outdoor-to-indoor urban macro-cellular and urban micro-cellular environments. The increased MIMO measurement duration introduced phase drift errors in the transfer functions. Using a reference antenna measurement, we estimated and corrected for the phase drift errors in the post-processing. Using an iterative low-complexity CLEAN algorithm we extracted the MPC parameters and validated them using the map of the environment. The impact of the residual phase drift is studied using simulations, and the resulting errors in the parameter estimates and the angular spreads were quantified.
We provided the elevation and azimuth spread statistics for different UE and BS heights. The elevation spreads decreased when the BS-UE height difference is reduced. Preliminary versions of these results were provided to the 3GPP standardization group for FD-MIMO channels, and were taken into account for the establishment of their channel model. We investigated the feasibility of separating the users in different floors by elevation beamforming at the transmitter. Users were separable in 44% and 54% scenarios respectively for the UMa and UMi environments. Using the measured impulse responses, we studied the channel hardening aspects of Massive MIMO. Because of the small angular spreads at the BS, for the O2I environment, the MRC combiner is significantly off from the MMSE combiner.
APPENDIX
A. Outlier Filtering
Let h i ( f ) be the i th snapshot of channel transfer function measurement between a given TX-RX antenna pair, measured at frequency f . Let K denote the symmetric 10×10 correlation matrix, with the i, j th element of the matrix corresponding to the pair-wise correlation between the snapshots i and j . The i j th entry of the matrix is given by
In an ideal scenario, where all the 10 snapshots are perfectly correlated, K would have been a scaled all ones matrix. In presence of outliers, the columns corresponding to these outlier snapshots will have significantly different entries compared to the rest. This is because, the outlier snapshot will be uncorrelated or differently correlated with all other snapshots. We use the following intuitive rule to detect and discard the outliers.
Let g be a 1×10 vector of column sum of matrix K . We use a median filter to identify the indices of the outlier snapshots. The entries of the vector g that are at least 20% different from the corresponding median are declared as outlier snapshots and eliminated. 12 
B. Other Phase Drift Estimation Techniques
We now describe the other phase drift estimation techniques that have been tried out. For simplicity, let H ref 
1) Approach 1: Combining Over the RX Antennas:
The transfer functions are averaged over the frequency to get the phase estimate for reach RX antenna. The phase drift estimate for a given rotor positions is obtained by maximum ratio combining (MRC) of phase estimates of the RX antenna elements.
The phase drift estimate corresponding to the rotor position r is given bŷ
2) Approach 2: Using the RX Antenna With Strongest SNR: The transfer functions are averaged over the frequency as done earlier. For each rotor position, only the RX antenna with the strongest SNR is used to get the phase drift estimate.
where [1] r is the index of the RX antenna with strongest SNR
3) Approach 3: Combining Over the RX Antennas, But Using Impulse Responses: For each rotor position, the phase drift estimate is obtained by MRC combining of the phases of the impulse response peaks over the RX antennas.
whereτ max r,n R is the location of the impulse response peak
4) Approach 4: Using Impulse Response of RX Antenna With Strongest SNR:
For each rotor position, only the RX antenna with the strongest SNR is used to get the phase drift estimate.
This approach is very similar to the phase drift correction technique used in [35] .
5) Performance Comparison:
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